
Fresh from the oven
Entering My Garden

by @canfishfly and @tysvenn2
Sourdough cover and handpicked 
photographs from grandma’s garden. 
Entering My Garden is a publication 
about a fox appearing in canfishfly’s 
garden. Photographs were taken for a 
month straight, arranged to portray the 
‘perspective’ of the fox.

breathe 

by @tysvenn2

printed, published by @canfishfly
Crispy photos served with silver butter 
and soft charcoal bread. A zine about 
escaping and searching for a peace 
of mind. It consists of texts and kodak 
tri-x 400 photos taken during a trip to 
Austria and Switzerland in early 2020.

Worksheet Zine

by @canfishfly
Lunchable worksheet pack with 
homework crackers and cheesy 
answers. Worksheet Zine consists of 
two versions with a letterpress cover. It 
uses primary school worksheets found 
online to record the reader’s pettiness 
as we mature.

New Myth 

by @redrosegrowwide
Super-texty rainbow burrito wrap. Short 
stories and poetry about fictional Gods. 
Inventing a new way of comprehending 
the world, New Myth seeks to find a 
resonance between mythology and 
everyday flux. The book speaks about 
life, death, love and pain.

MOMENTS BEFORE DISASTER 

by @canfishfly
Classic PBJ sandwich, comes with a 
hint of bitterness. MOMENTS BEFORE 
DISASTER is a 32-page photo zine 
with quotes and images that were 
accidentally taken before unlucky 
events occur. Printed with duotone, 
the zine is hand bound to single case 
section and foil block.

Hundred Feelings 

by @redrosegrowwide 

printed, published by @canfishfly
Pita bread sandwich with extra artificial 
blended fillings. Glossary Included. 
Hundred Feelings is a set of illegible 
characters. The book revisits mixed 
feelings contained in our body and 
explores our incapacity to decipher 
such feelings.

Untitled 

by @redrosegrowwide

printed, published by @canfishfly
A box of hot-pressed toast stick 
bookmarks. Untitled includes a set of 
bookmarks with debossed phrases in 
a clamshell box. Poem written during a 
long-hour flight.
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Your chefs

@redrosegrowwide is an artist/curator/writer. 
She seeks to construct performative experiences 
that reflect social, cultural and political flux in 
relation to one’s state of being. Recipient of the 
2023 Platform Project Curatorial Award overseen 
by NTU CCA.

@tysvenn2 is a visual communicator, graphic 
designer, illustrator who is passionate about 
printed matter, editorial design, typography and 
visual identity. In her personal projects, she is 
interested in discovering and capturing unseen 
details in the everyday through design.

@canfishfly is a self-publisher who also does print 
& production and various projects involving the 
printed matter. His publications usually consists 
of either sentimental or wacky topics.

About The Sandwich Club

The Sandwich Club is a group of interdisciplinary artists 
and practitioners bound by the love of book sandwiches. 
Initiated in 2023, we explore a variety of disparate ideas, 
searching for the freshest print ingredients to serve 
delicious layers of publications. All forms of culinary art 
can be found behind our kitchen: From photography to 
text, illustration and moving forward to print and binding, 
our chefs are determined to show off our skills in baking 
the perfect bread for printed matters.


